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of the material force method
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Abstract The basic aim of the present contribution is the qualitative simulation of healing phenomena
typically encountered in hard and soft tissue mechanics. The mechanical framework is provided by the
theory of open system thermodynamics, which will be formulated in the spatial as well as in the
material motion context. While the former typically aims at deriving the density and the spatial
motion deformation field in response to given spatial forces, the latter will be applied to determine the
material forces in response to a given density and material deformation field. We derive a general
computational framework within the finite element context that will serve to evaluate both the spatial
and the material motion problem. However, once the spatial motion problem has been solved, the
solution of the material motion problem represents a mere post-processing step and is thus extremely
cheap from a computational point of view. The underlying algorithm will be elaborated systematically
by means of two prototype geometries subjected to three different representative loading scenarios,
tension, torsion, and bending. Particular focus will be dedicated to the discussion of the additional
information provided by the material force method. Since the discrete material node point forces
typically point in the direction of potential material deposition, they can be interpreted as a driving
force for the healing mechanism.

1
Introduction
Since the early work of Eshelby [13, 14] on the mechanics of defects and singularities, which dates
back more than half a century, mechanics on the material manifold has been known to provide the
most adequate framework to characterize the motion of material inhomogeneities relative to their
surrounding material. Nevertheless, it was only within the last decade that the interest in Eshelbian
mechanics began to grow tremendously as documented by the excellent monographs by Maugin [43,
44, 45], Gurtin [22, 23] or Kienzler and Herrmann [34], and references cited therein. See also our own
contributions Steinmann [52, 53, 54]. Recent work has been dedicated particularly to the numerical
evaluation of the underlying material motion problem, whereby the basic interest is the computational
determination of material forces, see Govindjee [19], Müller et al. [46], and Müller and Maugin [47] or
the work of our own group documented in Steinmann et al. [51, 55], Denzer et al. [10], Liebe et al.
[41], Askes et al. [2], Kuhl et al. [35], and Kuhl and Steinmann [38], the latter focusing on applications
in the field of biomechanics.

Material forces essentially indicate the local rearrangement of inhomogeneities such as defects,
crystallographic dislocations or cracks. Especially in applications to living tissues, they can be applied
to sense geometric or material imperfections, and identify areas of potential local deposition of
biomaterial to render the overall system more homogeneous. In this regard, the underlying
mechanical basis is provided by the framework of open systems thermodynamics, see e.g. de Groot
[20], de Groot and Mazur [21] or Kestin [33] for open systems in general or Katchalsky and Curran
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[32], Cowin and Hegedus [8], Epstein and Maugin [12], or Kuhl and Steinmann [37, 40] for open
systems in relations to biomechanical applications.

In contrast to the theory of mixtures, which represents an alternative approach towards the
modeling of biomaterials, see e.g. Truesdell and Toupin [59], Bowen [4], Ehlers [11], or Humphrey
and Rajagopal [31], open system thermodynamics confines attention to only one constituent of the
mixture, which is believed to primarily determine its overall response. The influence of all the other
constituents is accounted for through additional flux and source terms in the balance equations
reflecting the exchange of mass, momentum, energy, and entropy of the open system with the outside
world.

In the present contribution, special interest will be drawn to the simulation of biological growth
processes as characterized in the excellent overview article by Taber [56], or the recent contributions
by Fung [15, 16], Carter and Beaupré [5], Humphrey [30], or Humphrey and Rajagopal [31].
According to the definitions given by Taber [56], we shall understand healing as a particular form of
growth characterized through changes in mass in response to a disease or an injury. Tissue changes
caused by morphogenesis related to changes in shape and tissue changes caused by remodeling related
to changes of the mechanical properties are beyond the scope of this contribution. Growth processes
in hard tissues have been studied intensively ever since the early works of Wolff [62] and Thompson
[57] that had lent themselves to the famous continuum model by Cowin and Hegedus [8] and the
related computational realizations by Huiskes et al. [28, 29], Carter et al. [6], Beaupré et al. [3],
Weinans et al. [60, 61], Harrigan and Hamilton [24, 25], or Kuhl et al. [36, 39]. Growth processes in
soft tissues, however, are more complex and thus still far from being completely understood. They
typically require finite strain kinematics as documented in the famous model of incompatible growth
by Rodriguez et al. [50]. This model of kinematic growth is essentially based on the multiplicative
decomposition of the total deformation gradient into an elastic- and a growth-dependent contribution
whereby the latter is typically related to an incompatible configuration. Residual stresses as well as
anisotropic growth, which are neglected by the model proposed herein, are thus incorporated in a
straightforward way. See also Cowin [7], Humphrey [30], or Ambrosi and Mollica [1] for the addi-
tional information on the original approach or the recent work Garikipati [17] for a slightly modified
realization of the multiplicative decomposition. Moreover, soft tissues generally exhibit a highly
nonlinear and typically anisotropic behavior, see Holzapfel et al. [26, 27], Lubarda and Hoger [42], or
the collective special volume by Cowin and Humphrey [9]. Furthermore, soft tissues might be inelastic
in nature and even show a quasi-incompressible response, see Gasser and Holzapfel [18]. Despite all
these differences, hard and soft tissues share a common characteristic feature that is their ability to
adapt their local density, their internal microstructure, their physical properties, and their external
shape to environmental changes. Within the present work, we shall focus in particular on the aspect of
healing characterized through local changes in mass in response to disease or injury with the aim of
restoring function or at least arresting the extent of damage, see Taber [56], Tong and Fung [58] or
Humphrey and Rajagopal [31]. An interesting overview of fracture healing in hard tissues can be
found in the classical work of Pauwels [49], while the recent textbook of Murray [48] contains an
excellent overview on wound healing in soft tissues. Conceptually speaking, healing can be understood
as the local rearrangement of matter that can be visualized elegantly in terms of material forces. In the
present contribution, we thus aim at deriving a computational framework that is capable of predicting
both the response of a damaged specimen caused by healing and the evolution of the corresponding
material forces during this process of regeneration. With these goals in mind, we first present the
fundamental continuum equations to characterize healing or growth within the spatial and the
material motion setting in Sect. 2. Next, the computational framework for the numerical solution of
the spatial motion problem is derived in Sect. 3. We then turn to the numerical evaluation of the
material motion problem in Sect. 4. Section 5 illustrates the features of the derived algorithm by
means of selected prototype examples. Finally, the derived results are discussed and future perspec-
tives are outlined in Sect. 6.

2
Continuous model
Let us briefly summarize the basic characteristic equations for open system mechanics that constitute
the basis of the algorithmic framework to be derived in the following chapters. Details on the deri-
vation of the governing equations, which basically consist of the kinematic equations and the relevant
balance equations supplemented by appropriate constitutive assumptions, can be found in Kuhl and
Steinmann [37, 38, 40]. In the present chapter, the presentation of the general framework for open
system mechanics will be carried out in parallel for the spatial and the material motion problem.
While the former constitutes the basis for the finite element method to be derived in Sect. 3, the latter
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provides the foundation for the material force method illustrated in Sect. 4. In anticipation of the
algorithmic evaluation of the material forces, fundamental relations between the spatial and the
material motion quantities will be outlined.

2.1
Kinematic equations
Let B0 denote a possible reference configuration occupied by the body of interest at time t0 while Bt

denotes the current configuration at t>t0 2 R. The spatial motion problem is characterized kine-
matically through the spatial deformation map u mapping the material placement X of a physical
particle in the material configuration B0 to its spatial placement x in the spatial configuration Bt . The
material motion problem, on the contrary, is basically defined through the material deformation map
F mapping spatial placements x to their corresponding material placements X.

x ¼ u X; tð Þ : B0 � R 7! Bt

X ¼ U x; tð Þ : Bt � R 7! B0
ð1Þ

The related linear tangent maps from the material tangent space TB0 to the spatial tangent space
TBt and vice versa can be expressed in terms of the spatial and the material deformation gradient F
and f

F ¼ rXu : TB0 7! TBt

f ¼ rxU : TBt 7! TB0
ð2Þ

with the Jacobian equations J=det(F) and j=det(f). Note, that the deformation maps / and F define
inverse mappings and the associated deformation gradients F and f are simply related via their
inverses as f=F )1 and F=f)1, respectively. In the above equation, �X denotes the gradient with respect
to the material placements X while �x refers to the spatial placements x. In the following the cor-
responding material and spatial divergence will be denoted respectively by Div and div. Unless stated
otherwise, when talking about time derivatives, we refer to the material time derivative Dt, i.e., the
time derivative at fixed material placements X. Recall, that classical continuum mechanics is typically
characterized in terms of the spatial motion problem, which serves to analyze the motion of place-
ments of physical particles relative to their ambient space. The material motion problem, however,
provides the basis for the mechanics of inhomogeneities, i.e., the study of the motion of physical
particles relative to their ambient material.

2.2
Balance equations
In classical non-relativistic closed system mechanics, the quantity of matter contained in a fixed
reference domain B0 does not change irrespective of the motion, deformation or acceleration the
body is subjected to. This conservation of mass, however, no longer holds for open systems
encountered in biomechanical applications. In open system mechanics we typically observe a
permanent adaption of the material density q0, which can either be caused by a possible influx or
outflux of matter R (or r) or a mass source R0 (or Rt) or a combination of both. Cell movement or
migration is a classical example of a mass flux in biomechanical problems while proliferation,
hyperplasia, hypertrophy, and atrophy furnish representative examples of a mass source. The local
version of the balance of mass thus takes the following abstract representation in the spatial and
the material motion context.

Dtq0 ¼ Div R þ R0

jDtq0 ¼ div r þ Rt
ð3Þ

Note, that the spatial and the material motion version of a scalar-valued balance equation like
the balance of mass are simply related via the corresponding Jacobian equations. Consequently, the
mass fluxes R and r simply transform into one another via the corresponding Piola transform as
r=j RÆf)t while the mass sources R0 and Rt are related via Rt ¼ jR0. The balance of mass plays a
central role in the mechanics of open systems since it can essentially be applied to transform any
other volume specific balance law into its mass specific format. Recall, that the impact of changes
in mass is clearly visible in the volume specific balance equations whereas the mass specific format
is typically free from all the explicit mass-dependent extra terms. The mass specific balance
equations thus take a similar structure as the balance equations of classical closed system
mechanics and are therefore the format of choice for further considerations. For the spatial motion
problem, the mass specific balance of momentum balances the time rate of change of the mass
specific spatial motion momentum density p, i.e., the covariant representation of the material
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velocity v=Dt/, weighted by the material density q0 with the reduced momentum flux �P
t
, i.e., the

first Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor, and the reduced momentum source �b0. Following arguments of
duality, the corresponding material motion version can be introduced by replacing the momentum
density p and the related flux and source term �P

t
and �b0 by their material motion counterparts P,

�pt , and �Bt .

q0Dtp ¼ Div �P
t þ �b0

q0DtP ¼ Div �pt þ �Bt
ð4Þ

Conceptually speaking, the material motion momentum balance (4)2 follows from a complete pull
back of its spatial motion counterpart onto the material manifold. The mass specific momentum
densities p and P are thus related via P=)F tÆp while the densities q0 and qt simply transform as
qt=jq0. Note, however, that relations between the corresponding flux and source terms �P

t
and �pt , and

equivalently �b0 and �Bt strongly depend on the choice of the constitutive equations to be made in the
following subsection.

Remark In biomechanical applications, the balance of mass is typically referred to as ‘‘biological
equilibrium equation’’ whereas the balance of momentum corresponds to the ‘‘mechanical equilibrium
equation’’.

2.3
Constitutive equations
Finally, the set of governing equations is closed by introducing appropriate constitutive assumptions
for the mass flux R (or r), the mass sourceR0 (orRt), the reduced momentum flux �P

t
(or �pt), and the

reduced momentum source �b0 (or �Bt). Restrictions to the choice of the latter follow from a
straightforward evaluation of the dissipation inequality of the spatial and the material motion
problem, respectively. Let us assume the mass specific free energy density Y to be a function of the
mass specific neo-Hookean free energy Yneo=[kln2(J)+[[FtÆF]:I)3)2ln(J)]l]/[2q0] weighted by the
relative density q0=q

�
0

� �n
, such that W ¼ q0=q

�
0

� �n
Wneo. Herein, k and l denote the classical Lamé

constants, q�0 represents the reference density of the intact ground substance and the exponent n
accounts for the degree of porosity. The corresponding Clausius–Duhem inequality renders the
abstract definitions of the spatial and the material version of the reduced momentum flux,

�P
t ¼ q0DFW

�pt ¼ q0df WþWdf qt � qtKFt ð5Þ

whereby K=vÆp/2 represents the mass specific kinetic energy density.
Moreover, �P

t
corresponds to the reduced first Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor while �pt represents a

mixed variant dynamic generalization of the celebrated Eshelby stress tensor R
t

as �pt ¼ jR
t � Ft . It can

be related to its spatial motion counterpart via �pt ¼ �jFt � �P
t � Ft þ jq0 W� K½ �Ft whereby �P

t
can be

specified as �P
t ¼ q0=q

�
0

� �n
lF þ k ln Jð Þ � l½ �F�t½ �. Moreover, we obtain the following abstract

definitions of the reduced momentum sources �b0 and �Bt

�b0 ¼ �b
ext
0 þ �b

int
0

�b
int
0 ¼ 0

�Bt ¼ �B
ext
t þ �B

int
t

�B
int
t ¼ �@U qt W� K½ �½ � � qtDq0

Wrxqo

ð6Þ

whereby ¶F denotes the explicit derivative with respect to the material placements F. The transfor-
mation formula �Bt ¼ �jFt � �bext

0 � @U jq0 W� K½ �½ � � jq0Dq0
Wrq0 will be of particular importance for

the material force method to be derived in Sect. 4. Following the reasoning according to Fick’s law in
classical chemical problems or Fourier’s law in thermal applications, we introduce the materially
isotropic mass flux R as a function of the density gradient �Xq0 weighted by the mass conduction
coefficient R0, which corresponds to an anisotropic deformation-dependent mass flux r in the spatial
configuration Bt .

R ¼ R0 rXq0

r ¼ RtF � Ft� rxq0
ð7Þ

The spatial and the material mass flux are simply related to one another through the corresponding
Piola transform r=jFÆR while the relation between the mass conduction coefficients obviously reads
Rt=jR0. Finally, we must specify the mass sources R0 and Rt ¼ jR0, which are supposed to be driven
by the volume specific free energy densities Y0=q0Y and Yt=qtY weighted by the relative density
½q0=q

�
0�
�m, compare Harrigan and Hamilton [25].
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R0 ¼ q0=q
�
0

� ��m
W0 �W�0

Rt ¼ q0=q
�
0

� ��m
Wt �W�t

ð8Þ

In addition to the exponent m we have introduced the reference free energies W�0 and W�t ¼ jW�0 as
additional specific material parameters.

Remark Restrictions to the constitutive assumptions for the mass flux, the mass source, the
momentum flux, and the momentum force follow from a straightforward evaluation of the Clausius–
Duhem inequality for open systems as demonstrated by Kuhl and Steinmann [37, 40]. This evaluation
basically relies on the introduction of non-standard terms in the dissipation inequality, which account
for additional surface and volume based exchanges of entropy with the outside world, which essentially
compensate changes in entropy caused by density changes.

Remark After injury of soft tissues, for instance in epidermal wound healing, there is no immediate
increase in the rate of cell generation and thus no instantaneous change of the mass source R0 (or Rt).
Rather, right after injury, epidermal migration based on the spreading of existing cells can be observed.
This effect is accounted for phenomenologically through the incorporation of a mass flux R (or r) as
defined through Eq. 7. A similar constitutive assumption has been introduced by Murray [48] in the
context of dermal wound healing, whereby the cell migration R is related to the cell density gradient
multiplied by the cell motility coefficient R0.

Remark Note, that the constitutive equation for the mass source R0 (or Rt) essentially originates
from bone adaption in hard tissue mechanics, where changes in mass are indeed primarily driven by
the mechanical stress field. In contrast to some models suggested in the literature, e.g., the one by Carter
and Beaupré [5], we refrain from introducing a threshold value or so-called lazy zone for the activation
of growth since the numerical simulations of this particular model have shown a reasonably good
qualitative agreement with phenomena observed in hard tissue mechanics, see Kuhl et al. [36].
Although being appropriate in hard tissue mechanics, the particular constitutive assumption for the
mass source (Eq. 8) is maybe too restrictive in the context of soft tissue mechanics. It might be
acceptable for dermal wound healing and maybe also for embryonic mammalian epidermal wound
healing where density changes are at least to a certain extend stress driven. However, Eq. 8 is certainly
insufficient to characterize adult epidermal wound healing, which is primarily regulated by biochemical
growth factors rather than mechanical factors alone, see, for example, Murray [48], for an excellent
discussion on relevant stimuli for healing.

3
Spatial motion discretization: finite element method
We now turn to the discretization of the spatial motion problem for which the reference density q0 and
the deformation / furnish the primary unknowns. They are governed by the scalar-valued balance of
mass 3(1st) and by the vector-valued mass specific balance of momentum 4(1st), which can be cast
into the following residual statements.

Dtq0 � DivR�R0 ¼ 0 in B0

q0Dtp� Div �P
t � �b0 ¼ 0 in B0

ð9Þ

Classically, the boundary @B0 of the material domain can be decomposed into disjoint parts @Bq
0 and @Br

0

for the density problem and similarly into @Bu
0 and @Bt

0 for the deformation problem. While Dirichlet
boundary conditions are prescribed on @Bq

0 and @Bu
0 , Neumann boundary conditions can be given for the

mass flux and the tractions on @Br
0 and @Bt

0 characterized through the outward normal N.

q0 � qp
0 ¼ 0 on @Bq

0 R � N � rp ¼ 0 on @Br
0

u� up ¼ 0 on @Bu
0

�P
t � N � �tp ¼ 0 on @Bt

0

ð10Þ

Recall, that in general, the prescribed tractions �tp introduced in Eq. 10(4th) can be composed of a
classical and a growth-dependent contribution. As a prerequisite for the finite element discretization,
the coupled set of equations has to be reformulated in weak form. To this end, the residual statements
of the balance of mass and momentum 9.1 and 9.2 and the corresponding Neumann boundary
conditions 10.2 and 10.4 are tested by the scalar- and vector-valued test function dq 2 H1

0 B0ð Þ and
du 2 H1

0 B0ð Þ, and integrated over the domain B0. The finite element specific integration by parts
together with the application of the Gauss theorem renders the weak forms of the balance of mass and
momentum.
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R
B0

dq Dtq0 dV +
R
B0

dq � R dV �
R
@Br

0
dq rp dA�

R
B0

dq R0 dV ¼ 0
R
B0

du � q0 Dtp dV +
R
B0
rXdu : �Pt

dV �
R
@Bt

0
du � �tp dA�

R
B0

du��b dV ¼ 0
ð11Þ

Next, the above-derived weak forms of the initial boundary value problem characterizing the
mechanics of growth must be discretized in time and space. For this purpose, we partition the time
interval of interest T into nstep subintervals T nþ1 ¼ tn; tnþ1½ �.

T ¼
[nstep

n¼1

T n ð12Þ

Let us now focus on a typical time slab T nþ1 for which Dt:¼tn+1)tn>0 denotes the actual time
increment. Assume, that the primary unknowns qn

0 and /n, and all derivable quantities are known at
tn, i.e., at the beginning of the actual subinterval. To ensure unconditional stability, we suggest the use
of an implicit time integration scheme for which we rewrite the balance of mass and momentum 11 at
time tn+1. Without loss of generality, we apply the classical Euler backward method as

Dtq0 ¼
qnþ1

0 � qn
0

Dt
; Dtp ¼

pnþ1 � pn

Dt
ð13Þ

to express the first order time derivatives of the density Dtq0 and the mass specific momentum density
Dtp in terms of the primary unknowns qnþ1

0 and pn+1. Next, we carry out the spatial discretization of
the resulting semi-discrete balance of mass and momentum. To this end, we apply a C0-continuous
interpolation of the density field q0 in combination with the standard C0-continuous interpolation of
the deformation field /. In the spirit of the finite element method, the domain of interest B0 is
discretized into nel elements Be

0.

B0 ¼
[nel

e¼1

Be
0 ð14Þ

The material placements Xh of each subset are interpolated elementwise in terms of the local basis
functions NX and the discrete node point positions Xj of all j=1,...,neX element nodes as
Xh
��
Be

0
¼
PneX

j¼1 N
j
XXj. According to the isoparametric concept, the trial functions uh 2 H1 B0ð Þ are

interpolated on the element level with the same basis function Nu as the element geometry. Although
not necessary, we suggest applying similar basis functions Nq for the interpolation of the trial func-
tions qh 2 H1 B0ð Þ. Following the Bubnov–Galerkin approach, the same basis functions Nq and Nu are
applied to interpolate the corresponding test functions dqh and d/h.

dqh
��
Be

0
¼
Pnep

i¼1

Ni
qdqi q0jBe

0
¼
Pnep

k¼1

Nk
qqk

duh
��
Be

0
¼
Pneu

j¼1

N
j
uduj uh

��
Be

0
¼
Pneu

l¼1

Nl
uul

ð15Þ

It should be emphasized, that the element set of deformation nodes j=1,....,neu typically corre-
sponds to the set of node point positions j=1,...,neX, while the element set of density nodes i=1,...,neq

can generally be chosen independently, e.g., with neq £ neu. The spatial discretization of the
semi-discrete weak forms requires the discrete gradients of the test functions �Xdqh and �Xd/h,
and the discrete gradients of the trial functions �Xqh and �X/h

, which obviously take the following
format.

rXdqh
��
Be

0
¼
Pnep

i¼1

dqi rXNi
q rXqh

0

��
Be

0
¼
Pnep

k¼1

qk rXNk
q

rXduh
��
Be

0
¼
Pneu

j¼1

duj �rXN
j
u rXuh

��
Be

0
¼
Pneu

l¼1

ul �rXNl
u

ð16Þ

Recall, that rXuh
��
Be

0
corresponds to the discretized spatial deformation gradient Fh

��
Be

0
¼ rXuh

��
Be

0
of the spatial motion problem. With the above suggested discretizations in time and space, the discrete
algorithmic balance of mass and momentum of the spatial motion problem can be expressed as

rq
I qh

0;u
h

� �
¼ fqh

dynI þ fqh
intI � fqh

surI � fqh
volI ¼ 0

ru
J qh

0 ;u
h

� �
¼ fuh

dynJ þ fuh
intJ � fuh

surJ � fuh
volJ ¼ 0

ð17Þ
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with the dynamic, the internal, the surface, and the volume contribution of the balance of mass
expanding to the following expressions.

fqh
dynI ¼ A

nel

e¼1

R
Be

0
Ni

q
qnþ1

0 �qn
0

Dt dV fqh
intI ¼ A

nel

e¼1

R
Be

0
rXNi

q � Rnþ1dV

fqh
surI ¼ A

nel

e¼1

R
@Bre

0
Ni

qrp nþ1dA fqh
volI ¼ A

nel

e¼1

R
Be

0
Ni

q Rnþ1
0 dV

ð18Þ

The corresponding discrete inertia forces, the internal forces, the surface forces, and the volume
forces take the following format,

fuh
dynJ ¼ A

nel

e¼1

R
Be

0
Ni

u
pnþ1�pn

Dt dV fuh
intJ ¼ A

nel

e¼1

R
Be

0
rXN

j
u � �Pnþ1

dV

fuh
surJ ¼ A

nel

e¼1

R
@Bte

0
N

j
u�tp nþ1dA fuh

volJ ¼ A
nel

e¼1

R
Be

0
Ni

u
�b

nþ1
0 dV

ð19Þ

with the understanding that the operator A symbolizes the assembly of all element contributions at the
element density nodes i=1,...,neq and the element deformation nodes j=1, neu to the overall residuals at
the global density and deformation node points I=1,...,nnq and J=1,...,nnu. A monolithic incremental
iterative Newton–Raphson solution strategy is suggested for the solution of the discrete residual
statements [17]. The corresponding consistent linearization defines the following iteration scheme,

rq nþ1
I nþ1 ¼ rq nþ1

I k þ
Pnnq

K¼1
Kqq

IK dqKþ
Pnnu

L¼1
Kqu

IL � duL¼
:

0

ru nþ1
J kþ1 ¼ ru nþ1

J k þ
Pnnq

K¼1
Kuq

JK dqKþ
Pnnu

L¼1
Kuu

JL � duL¼
:

0

ð20Þ

whereby the iteration matrices of the kth iterate take the following abstract representation.

Kqq
IK ¼ @rq

I
@qK

¼ A
nel

e¼1

R
Be

0
Ni

q
1
Dt Nk

q � Ni
q@q0
R0Nk

q þrNi
q � @rxq0

R � rNk
q dV

Kqu
IL ¼ @rq

I
@uL

¼ A
nel

e¼1

R
Be

0
�Ni

q@FR0 � rNl
u dV

Kuq
JK ¼ @ru

J

@qK
¼ A

nel

e¼1

R
Be

0
rN

j
u � @q0

�P
t
Nk

q dV

Kuu
JL ¼ @ru

J

@uL
¼ A

nel

e¼1

R
Be

0
N

j
u

1
Dt2 INl

u þrN
j
u � @F

�P
t � rNl

u dV

ð21Þ

Herein, Kuu represents the classical tangential stiffness matrix of the standard deformation problem,
whereby its second term collects both the geometric and the material contribution. The partial
derivatives of the mass source R0, the mass flux R, and the reduced momentum flux �P

t
with respect

to the primary unknowns q0 and / obviously depend on the choice of the constitutive equations. For
the particular specification suggested in Sect. 2.3, these derivatives take the following formats,

@q0
R0 ¼ n�m½ � q0

q�0

� ��m
1
q0

W0

@F R0 ¼ q0
q�0

� ��m

�P
t

@rXq0
R ¼ R0

@q0
�P

t ¼ n 1
q0

�P
t

@F
�P

t ¼ q0
q�0

� �n�
lI ��I þ kF�t � F�t � k ln Jð Þ � l½ �F�1

�
�F�1

�

ð22Þ

whereby the component representation of the non-standard dyadic products introduced in Eq. 22(5th)
reads � ���f gijkl ¼ �f gik � �f gjl and ���

� 	
ijkl
¼ �f gil � �f gjk. Finally, the solution of the system of

Eq. 20 renders the iterative updates dqI and d/J for the increments of the global unknowns qI and /J.

DqI kþ1 ¼ DqI k þ dqI; DuJ kþ1 ¼ DuJ k þ duJ ð23Þ

It is worth noting, that the discrete spatial surface forces

fuh
surJ ¼ fuh

dynJ þ fuh
intJ � fuh

volJ ð24Þ
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acting on the global node points can be calculated as

fuh
surJ ¼ A

nel

e¼1

Z

Be
0

Nj
uq0

pnþ1 � pn

Dt
þrXNj

u � �P
nþ1 � Nj

u
�b

nþ1
0 dV ð25Þ

and are thus energetically conjugate to spatial variations of the node point positions.
Remark Note, that the C0-continuous interpolation of the density field that manifests itself in a node-

based discretization of the density is mandatory, if the mass flux is introduced in terms of the density
gradient. Even if no mass flux is incorporated in the formulation, the gradient of the density will be an
essential ingredient for the material force method to be derived in the following section.

Remark Within the biomechanical context, the evolution of the density q0 and the deformation u
induces time scales that typically differ by orders of magnitude. To avoid potential numerical diffi-
culties caused by the resulting ill-conditioned system matrices, the balance of momentum is usually
evaluated in a quasi-static sense, i.e., the mechanical forces are interpreted as an average daily loading
on the biological structure. As a natural consequence on the structural level, the dynamic contributions
to the discrete momentum residual N

j
uq0 pnþ1

0 � pn
0

� �
=Dt and to the tangent operator N

j
uq0 I Nl

u=Dt2 in
Eqs. 17(2nd) and 21(4th) vanish identically. Moreover, on the constitutive level, the influence of viscous
effects, which is a particular characteristic of soft tissues, is assumed to be negligible.

4
Material motion discretization: material force method
Recall that for the spatial motion case, the surface and the volume terms of the discrete algorithmic
balance of mass and momentum 17, namely fq

sur and fq
vol for the density problem and fu

sur and fu
vol for the

deformation problem are usually given while the density q0 and the spatial motion / furnish the primary
unknowns. Conceptually speaking, the underlying solution procedure requires the inversion of the
global iteration matrix in every iteration step of the Newton–Raphson scheme. From a computational
point of view this inversion represents the most expensive operation of the overall algorithm. For the
material motion problem, we could in principle follow an analogous approach and set up a global system
of equations to define the density qt and the material motion map F. However, in the context of
inhomogeneities, we are not interested in the determination of the material motion as a response to
prescribed surface and volume forces Fq

sur, Fq
vol, FU

sur, and FU
vol, rather we want to know how these forces

evolve as a response to changes in the density qt and the deformation F. In particular, we are interested in
the determination of the material surface forces FU

sur that essentially characterize the tendency of inho-
mogeneities to move relative to their surrounding material. To this end, we can make use of the fact that
the solution to the spatial motion problem has already been determined through the algorithm described
in Sect. 3. Once the spatial motion problem has been solved, all the relevant input data for the calculation
of the discrete material node point forces is readily available. The material force method itself can thus be
considered as a mere post-processing procedure that is extremely cheap from a computational point of
view as it does not rely on the computationally expensive inversion of large overall system matrices.
The abstract definition of the discrete material node point forces

FUh
surJ ¼ FUh

dynJ þ FUh
intJ � FUh

volJ ð26Þ

parallels the definition of the discrete surface forces of the spatial motion problem 24. Herein, FU
sur

denotes the discrete material surface forces while FU
dyn, FU

int, and FU
vol represent the discrete inertia,

internal, and volume forces that can formally be expressed in complete analogy to their spatial motion
counterparts (compare Eq. 19).

FUh
dynJ ¼ A

nel

e¼1

R
Be

t
N

j
U qt

Pnþ1�Pn

Dt dv; FUh
intJ ¼ A

nel

e¼1

R
Be

t
rxN

j
U � �pnþ1 dv

FUh
surJ ¼ A

nel

e¼1

R
@Bte

t
N

j
U

�T
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da; FUh
volJ ¼ A

nel

e¼1

R
Be

t
N

j
U

�B
nþ1
t dv

ð27Þ

Herein, N
j
U denotes the local basis functions for the interpolation of the material motion F, which are

assumed to correspond to their spatial motion counterparts N
j
u for the sake of computational conve-

nience. In addition to the material motion quantities introduced in Sect. 2, we have included the material
surface tractions �T

p nþ1
, which enter the formulation in complete duality to the spatial motion surface

tractions �tp nþ1. Note, however, that Neumann boundary conditions for the material motion problem
are in general difficult to formulate such that the surface forces FU

sur typically represent an unknown in the
material motion approach. Recall, that for the quasi-static case to be considered in the sequel, the
dynamic contribution N

j
Uqt Pnþ1 � Pn½ �=Dt is assumed to be negligible. In this case, the discrete reduced
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momentum flux �pt nþ1, and the corresponding momentum source �B
nþ1
t that are essentially needed to

compute the discrete material node point forces defined in Eq. 26 are related to their discrete spatial
motion counterparts �P

t nþ1
and �b

nþ1
0 through the transformation formulae

�pt nþ1 ¼ �jFt nþ1 � �P
t nþ1 � Ft nþ1 þ jqnþ1 Wnþ1

0 Ft nþ1

�B
nþ1
t ¼ �jFt nþ1 � �bnþ1

0 � @U jqnþ1Wnþ1
0

� �
� jqnþ1

0 Dq0
Wnþ1rXqnþ1

0

ð28Þ

according to Eqs. 5 and 6. Note, that in the absence of body forces with �b
nþ1 	 0 the first term of

Eq. 28.2 vanishes identically. Moreover, we shall neglect the explicit dependence on the material
placements F such that the definition of the discrete material motion momentum source �B

nþ1
t simply

reduces to �B
nþ1
t ¼ j n� 1½ �Wnþ1rXqnþ1

0 for the particular choice of the free energy introduced in
Sect. 2, for which q0Dq0

W ¼ ½n� 1�W. By making use of all the readily available input data, the
discrete material surface forces

FUh
surJ ¼ A

nel

e¼1

Z

Br
t

N
j
Uqt

Pnþ1 � Pn

Dt
þrxN

j
U � �pnþ1 � N

j
U

�B
nþ1
t dv ð29Þ

which are energetically conjugate to material variations of the node point positions can now be
calculated in a mere post-processing procedure.

Remark Observe, that since the density q0 has been interpolated in a C0-continuous way, the
evaluation of the material density gradient �Xq0 required to determine Eq. 28 does not demand any
additional computational effort.

Remark In particular in wound healing, material forces play an important role, since they essentially
pinpoint locations where changes in mass are about to take place. In the qualitative study carried out
herein, material forces are applied as a pure indicator for healing processes. However, one could think
of interpreting them as driving force for healing in the future and develop a material force based
mechanical stimulus. The effects of wound shape on the healing process, e.g., the slower healing of
circular wounds in comparison to flat wounds as illustrated by Murray [48], would then be incorpo-
rated in the healing model in a natural way. Nevertheless, mechanical influence factors are not the one
and only relevant driving force for healing and the additional incorporation of biochemical stimuli has
to be further elaborated as well in the future.

5
Examples
Finally, the potential of the framework that was developed will be elaborated in terms of several
selected examples. Rather than analyzing the response of entire biological structures, which is pri-
marily predefined by the complex geometry of the structures themselves, we shall focus on the
systematic elaboration of a simple model geometry subjected to different loading conditions. The
selected prototype specimen has a height to width to depth ratio of 2:1:0.5 and is discretized with
24:12:6 tri-linear finite elements with one density degree of freedom and three deformation degrees of
freedom at each node thus introducing a total of approximately 10,000 degrees of freedom. We shall
analyze two representative topologies, one being cut horizontally on the entire side facet, and the
second being cut horizontally in the middle of the front surface only. Both the edge cut and the surface
cut specimen are subjected to the three characteristic loading scenarios defined by Carter and Beaupré
[5]: tension, torsion, and bending. The three different loading cases are illustrated in Fig. 1. The elastic
parameters are chosen as k=138.9 and l=208.3. It should be emphasized that real soft tissues often
show a quasi-incompressible material behavior. Nevertheless, to avoid potential numerical difficulties
caused by volumetric locking, we choose a set of model parameters k and l that does not fall within
this quasi-incompressible range and refer to Gasser and Holzapfel [18] for the appropriate algorithmic
treatment of quasi-incompressible biomaterials. The growth-related parameters are assumed to take

Fig. 1. Load cases: I tension, II torsion, III bending
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values of q�0 ¼ 1:0, W�0 ¼ 0:1, n=2, and m=3, the influence of the mass flux is assumed to be negligible
as R0=0. The smoothing and also regularizing influence of the mass flux, which enables the simulation
of classical size effects characteristic of hard tissues, is studied in detail by Kuhl and Steinmann [39].
Since we aim at subjecting the specimen to large strains, the load is increased incrementally during the
first 10 time steps of t=0.01. In each of the problems analyzed, the applied load is then held constant
for another 50 time steps corresponding to the regeneration phase during which the solution is
supposed to converge towards a biological equilibrium state.

To illustrate the evolution of the primary unknowns of the spatial motion problem, we plot the
contours of the actual material density projected onto the current configuration at five different stages
of the loading history, i.e., at time step 2 right at the beginning of the loading phase, at time step 10
corresponding to the end of the load increase, at time steps 20 and 40 during the convergence towards
biological equilibrium at constant loading and at time step 60, which basically corresponds to the
biological equilibrium state for the particular loading situation. Note, that under the given loading
conditions, the specimen is subjected to large strains such that the depicted deformation is not
magnified. The legend to the density contours is common to all the analyses and varies from blue to
red as the relative density increases from 0 6 q0 � q�0

� �
=q�0 6 1. Blue colors thus correspond to a non-

increasing value of the relative density while red colors indicate an increase in local density caused by
the apposition of new material. In a second series of figures, we illustrate the solution of the material
motion problem, i.e., the evolution of the discrete material node point forces in the horizonal
precracked layer of the specimen. Furthermore, to quantify wound closure during the regeneration
process, we shall include diagrams illustrating the temporal evolution of the crack mouth opening or
sliding displacement ucmod or ucmsd in combination with the discrete material force FU

sur at the crack
tip.

5.1
Load case I—tension
In the first case study, both prototype geometries are subjected to a uniform tensile loading applied
consistently at the upper and lower facet. The first load case thus represents a typical benchmark
problem from fracture mechanics inducing a classical mode I type failure. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate
the corresponding density distributions projected onto the deformed configuration. The first figures
on the left of each series show the beginning of the loading phase at which the prescribed density is
about to adapt to the prescribed environmental changes. The second set of figures corresponds to the
end of the load increase that is obviously associated with the maximum opening of the crack. At this
stage, the beginning of the healing phase is already indicated through a slight increase in density at
the crack tips. As time evolves, more and more biological substance is deposited locally at the crack
tips at which the free-energy based stimulus obviously takes largest values. The influence of the
healing mechanism manifests itself in a local redistribution of matter indicated through the local
increase and decrease in density that in turn affects the deformation of the specimen. The cracks
clearly show a tendency to close, and moreover, the magnitude of the overall deformation decreases
considerably. The local rearrangement of matter can be visualized most elegantly through the evo-
lution of the discrete material node point forces in the precracked layer, which are illustrated in the
bottom row of Figs. 2 and 3. In Fig. 2, we see the evolution of the material forces in the edge cut
specimen that takes the characteristic finger nail type distribution corresponding to three-dimen-
sional fracture mechanics analyses of mode I failure. Figure 3 demonstrates the material forces in the
surface cut specimen. Discrete material forces typically point in the direction of a potential energy
increase upon replacement of the node point position. In the context of healing, they sense the
direction of a potential deposition of new biomaterial. Material forces generally sense a geometric
imperfection, i.e., they point in the direction of the cracked edge in the first analysis whereas they are
clearly oriented towards the surface cut in the second example. Experimentally observed effects of
wound geometry on the healing process are thus inherently incorporated in the additional infor-
mation provided by the material force method. The diagrams in Fig. 4 illustrate the progression of
healing in terms of the temporal evolution of the crack mouth opening displacement ucmod and the
resulting material surface force FU

sur at the crack tip. The temporal evolution of the latter indicates the
changes in magnitude of the driving force for the healing mechanism. At the beginning of the loading
history corresponding to a small crack opening, the material forces still have a very low magnitude
that increases considerably upon further loading. Maximum values are obtained at the end of the load
increase phase. As time evolves, the deposition of new material at the crack tip reduces the stress
concentration at the crack tip, and the material forces reduce significantly. At the end of the healing
phase, both the edge and the surface crack have nearly closed and the material forces have almost
vanished.
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5.2
Load case II—torsion
In the second example, the edge cut specimen and the surface cut specimen are subjected to a
torsional loading along the longitudinal axis. To avoid potential contact problems, a tensile load is
superposed to the applied torsion whereby both are applied consistently at the nodes of the upper and
lower facet. The change of loading conditions towards mode III failure has a strong impact not only
on the deformation field but also on the density distribution, compare Figs. 5 and 6. For both
prototype geometries, the axis of maximum density rotates towards the axis of maximum principle

Fig. 3. Tension—evolution of deformation, density and material forces in surface cut specimen

Fig. 2. Tension—evolution of deformation, density and material forces in edge cut specimen
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strain. The torsion-induced out of plane deformation is clearly visible, in particular in the second
figure from the left of each series, which corresponds to the end of the load increase phase. During the
healing phase, however, more and more biomaterial is deposited at the areas where the biological
stimulus takes maximum values to locally strengthen the structural setup. As a natural consequence of
healing, both the edge crack and the surface crack tend to close. Crack closure is accompanied by a
decrease of the overall deformation, and in particular, a decrease of the twist. The second series of
plots of Figs. 5 and 6 shows the corresponding evolution of the material forces projected onto the
precut layer. Note, that because of the applied torsional load, the material forces on the left-hand side
of the edge cut specimen actually point upwards while those on the right edge point downwards,
sensing the area of potential material deposition. For the surface cut specimen, three-dimensionality
leads to a downward orientation of the material forces at the rear side while the material forces at
the leading edge point in the upward direction. The temporal evolution of both the crack mouth
sliding displacement ucmsd and the material force at the crack tip FU

sur is depicted in Fig. 7. Again, a
considerable decrease in magnitude of both quantities can be observed during the healing phase.

5.3
Load case III—bending
The final example treats the load case of bending, which is most probably typical for hard rather than
soft tissues. Nevertheless, we analyze the response of both prototype geometries with respect to a

Fig. 4. Tension—evolution of crack mouth opening displacement and material forces

Fig. 5. Torsion—evolution of deformation, density and material forces in edge cut specimen
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three-dimensional generalization of the classical three point bending test represented through a line
load on the upper and lower front edge and on the horizontal symmetry axis of the backside. The edge
cut specimen illustrated in the Fig. 8 shows a non-symmetric response caused by the precut edge,
while the surface cut specimen shown in Fig. 9 clearly undergoes a symmetric deformation. To avoid
penetration, nodes of its crack facet that are located in the compressive zone were identified in the first
load step and were then glued together for the remaining simulation. In principle, the bending
simulation supports the results of the tension and torsion test. Nevertheless, the results differ slightly
because the last load case represents a global deformation whereas the first examples were dominated
by zones of highly localized straining. First, the overall deformation increases with increasing load and
the cracks open considerably. Accordingly, the material forces take maximum values, see Fig. 10.
During the healing phase of constant loading, the tissue adapts to its environment, and biomaterial is
deposited at areas of maximum stimulus, particularly at the crack tips. The local rearrangement of
matter, which can be visualized most elegantly in terms of the material forces, causes a considerable
closure of cracks thereupon the overall deformation tends to decrease.

Remark The suggested algorithm has proved to yield qualitatively reasonable results as it predicts
the closure of cracks and cuts caused by local changes in density. It should be mentioned, however, that
a closer study of the mass source and flux is needed to quantify on the one hand the amount of matter
to be deposited and on the other hand the exact location of its deposition. In this respect, in particular

Fig. 6. Torsion—evolution of deformation, density and material forces in surface cut specimen

Fig. 7. Torsion—evolution of crack mouth sliding displacement and material forces
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the bending simulation might have predicted a too global deposition of material. To elaborate the
degree of locality, i.e., the area that should be affected by the healing process, quantitative comparisons
with experimental results must be carried out in the future.

6
Discussion
The basic aim of this contribution was the qualitative simulation of healing mechanisms in biological
tissues. To this end, we have considered not only the classical spatial motion problem of open system
mechanics but also its material motion counterpart. While the former yielded the density and the

Fig. 8. Bending—evolution of deformation, density and material forces in edge cut specimen

Fig. 9. Bending—evolution of deformation, density and material forces in surface cut specimen
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spatial motion deformation field in response to given spatial forces, the latter was applied to determine
the material forces in response to a given density and material deformation field. A computational
framework was outlined to evaluate both the spatial and the material motion problem in the context of
the finite element method. The derived algorithm was elaborated systematically by means of two
prototype geometries subjected to three different representative loading scenarios.

The present model for open system mechanics and its algorithmic realization were shown capable
of reproducing healing phenomena and regeneration processes in biological tissues. Because of the
local deposition of matter, the structure is strengthened locally at areas of maximum deformation. The
underlying healing mechanism manifests itself in the reorganization and densification of the biological
ground substance particularly at the crack tips, which in turn causes closure of cracks and healing of
wounds accompanied by a considerable decrease of the overall deformation. The particular new aspect
of this contribution is the application of the material force method as a qualitative measure for the
driving force of healing. Material forces were shown to sense geometrical and material inhomoge-
neities as they illustrate the tendency to render the material more homogeneous. In contrast to
engineering materials, living tissues show the fascinating ability to adapt naturally to changes in their
environment, and material forces within them indicate the flow of matter during a healing process. It
has been demonstrated that material forces provide additional information on the experimentally
observed dependence of the wound healing process on the shape of the wound. The complete range of
application of the material force method is still far from being fully exploited. Nevertheless, we believe
it has a far reaching potential especially in biomechanical applications. When a biological tissue is
grown or healing takes place, be it inside or outside the living organism, material forces could be
utilized to identify an optimal mechanical stimulation to essentially speed up the growth or healing
process. This issue of mechanically stimulated healing might be relevant not only for damaged soft
tissues, e.g., optimal wound healing of skin or healing of microdamaged skeletal muscles but also for
healing of fracture in hard tissues such as bones. Moreover, stress-induced optimal growth could be of
practical relevance in the context of tissue engineering that aims at the creation of living artificial
tissue substitutes with human cells.

Although the derived framework might have a wide range of potential applications, the present
work only represents a first step in the direction of optimally stimulated growth and healing. In future
work, the underlying constitutive model must be adapted to simulate real soft tissues, i.e., it must be
enhanced to model quasi-incompressible material behavior. Moreover, the effects of anisotropy and
residual stress must be incorporated into the formulation. The reformulation of the biological stim-
ulus in a material force based fashion is another highly interesting aspect that will be part of future
research. For an improved understanding of the role of additional biochemical stimuli that are of
particular relevance in the simulation of adult epidermal wound healing, a closer cooperation with
experts from the fields of biology and medicine is currently being set up.
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